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Off the page
Paul Jackson

’m very fortunate
in being able to
glance back through
the
Dalesman
archive of magazines
whenever I want and
to enjoy a unique and
fascinating collection
of articles, art and
photography.
If I didn’t have to
keep adding to the
collection by creating
more magazines, then I’d
happily spend more time flicking through
almost seventy-five years’ worth of pages
to discover more gems.
I thought how wonderful it would be for
you, the readers, to share in some of these
delights – after all, it is basically your
magazine. So I’ve gathered together a
selection of paintings, drawings, cartoons
and a host of other memorabilia for an
exhibition to which you are all invited.
The display will contain many original
pieces of work by some of Yorkshire’s top
artists of their day. There will be old blackand-white photography portraying Dales
life as well as stunning modern
photography showing off Yorkshire’s
glorious landscape. Visitors will see
evidence of how the magazine reflects the
humour and the quirky side of Yorkshire
and witness how the magazine – and in
particular its cover – has altered to reflect
different decades and social attitudes.

I
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I also want visitors to see how times
have changed in publishing. In the old days
writers such as J B Priestley and others
would just drop into the office at Clapham;
leading artists of the day would call in with
sketches drawn on odd bits of paper. For
the exhibition we’ve deliberately left many
pieces unframed and kept the editors’
marks on so that people can witness first
hand how the magazine was produced.
There is another reason for the
exhibition – that is to raise awareness of
the North Craven Preservation Trust and
the Museum of North Craven Life based at
the Folly in Settle, Ribblesdale.
Just like Dalesman magazine, the venue
is remarkable and quirky. The Folly was
built in 1679 by Richard Preston, a wealthy
lawyer. It is Listed Grade I in recognition of
its outstanding architectural importance
and is being restored by the trust, a
registered charity, as part of a phased
rescue and development project. The
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Facing page, Dalesman covers from the 1930s,
1940s and 1950s. This page, above left, a
1939 pen drawing by Marie Hartley; above,
a 1966 watercolour by Owen Bowen; left,
artist Fred Lawson and Muriel Metcalfe
discuss artwork to go in the magazine.

museum there is run by volunteers whom
I thank – in particular Anne Read – for
their help in setting up the exhibition.
While we may be concentrating mainly
on artists, photographers and writers of
the past, the remaining exhibition space at
the Folly will be looking at the present as
Settle’s Sam Dalby exhibits his local
portraits – see page 52.

As an added bonus, former editor and
prolific author Bill Mitchell will be giving
talks about the early days at the magazine
on 20 April and 15 June. (Tickets cost £6,
spaces are limited – you will need to book
on the number below.)
Both exhibitions run from 3 April to 1
July inclusive, Tuesday, 10.30am-4.30pm;
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday and
Bank Holidays, 12.30pm-4.30pm. Group
visits by appointment.
Admission charges will go towards the
Folly’s day-to-day running costs: 16 and
under – free; adults – £2.50 (gift-aided
£2.80); concessions – £2 (gift-aided £2.20);
season tickets – £6. Telephone: 015242
51388. Email: curator@ncbpt.org.uk. Visit
www.ncbpt.org.uk/folly for details of other
events throughout the year. n
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